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Life cycle with progressive supply chain
Introduction
The existing global scenario for human development being the reinforcing element requires
integration of personal and professional life of every individual, to design the same in his own way yet
meeting the requirements of both that he lives for himself. The basic code of the democratic
governance being the assurance of equality of status and opportunities, the same can be achieved if the
same is for individual if he convinces. For this, the platform of performance must be flexible that the
assessment finally measures the volume of contribution and not the physical presence. is makes the
people involved for output, design their time for their needs that the efficacy of their output increases,
and complimenting to the society as there is no link of comparison, but link of need to communicate
with others.
It must be rememebred ever that the quality of lfie starts with an individual and that is reflected
in the whole of society.Every one has their own needs and they are born with enough resources that
they acquire due competency to sell ot buy their needs and for the rights they have in the society , they
establish themselves.This is true of existence right form the brith to death of an individual in every
sector of life that nothing in hlife , for all the creations in nature, goes out fo this.The concept of
suistenance and sustainable development came into existence when the human race made evey
individual tired of themselves that they wished a risk free environment where every thing is assured for
them for a fixed potential and for monetory benefits in retunr of the same.Here can the stagnation as
the measure of output was not for the progress , output each one gave but for their physical presence as
the risk free environment expencted them to do what has been assigned and many remain unutilised for
the purpose of career becomes satisfying the head who mostly wanders for flattery and
recongnition.This leads to social and economic calamities which became more pronounced for
exponential opportunities for globlaisation that the same needs a channelisation to come back to the
purpose and is the progressive supply chain in the phases of life as follows.
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NEED

HUMAN
RIGHTS

RESOURCES

EXCHANGE

COMPETENCY

Need:
The driving need decides the life cycle in a day to whole of life and if the same is genuine for the
desire of a n individual, it compliments every other for the satisfaction he has. Simple with an example, a
baby if satisfied with good food and environment makes the entire surrounding with charm and cheer. If
the same is deprive of food and good environment, one could easily imagine the surrounding is totally
disturbed for the same child and is the level of satisfaction, the governance and administration has to
provide, that the involvement of each individual in the organization makes it glowing with charm and
cheer. The efforts taken from both the governance and the individual are simple that they all move with
the common goals of the organization. The need of an individual in his early stages of career is money,
later on professionalism and finally transcendence, the phases of the same changes for individual. It
depends on his metal preparedness, the rhythm of his mind that one could attain the transcendence
much earlier when he finds the ways to reach individual satisfaction. At every stage, one should find
what is his absolute need, for the traits he has and that fixes his place in the forum to the receiving or
contributing or guiding end. He must be clear completely of what he needs and must be thorough in his
analysis to justify his need or wish. For example, one may wish to buy an object what other one has and
what impressed him the most, but he never wish to grab the same for him for his desire and that makes
the core of competition and the consequences disturbing the objective of fraternity. World is full of
undisturbed access and hence reach for any wish come true, and there is certainly no need to enter in to
competition and related negative emotions. If we wish for the good of one which impressed us, and fine
tune to better if we don’t get find one of the same kind, it is sure we end up with the best during the
search and this defines the core of need, wish, desire one may have. He is the boss of his own life that
he never needs to bend for accomplishing his wishes.Channelising the needs require the skills to
accomplish the same as a knife can cut vegetables and fingers that we need to acquire skills to use knife
only to cut vegetables. The mind power is that sharp that if brain , consciousness dominates, we have
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the danger of cutting fingers, others’ too, but if emotions of inclusion, conscience dominates we have
the pleasure of enjoying delicious food with perfectly cut and cooked vegetables, which serves others
too. No human body is with the same organ, it has a group of organs to function as a body, no human
organ is with simply the same muscles or simply the same nerves, and it has the combination of both to
operate the organ. No nerve is detached for its individual use, it remains connected filled with blood
which gives them all energy and that is purpose or need of life at every stage. The blood requires
sufficient oxygen to function and water to make its fluidity and that is the drives for the need, ethic,
professionalism, humanity one should have to reach the same. This fixes up with the next phase, the
resources.
Resources:
The resources are what one has from birth to death which is his own body and soul for which
the activities are to be oriented for their best of functioning. The ill health which is found from child
hood and that was not found earlier are for the human life has shrunk to meet the purpose of
recognition all along, and that has shifted the need for the recognition by acquiring skills to somehow to
be in the lime light always which brought in negative emotions of the individuals brought in for the
interaction with the society by flattery for their needs. The resources of what we have in hand and what
we have to acquire to reach our wish strengthens the same and for which we need to plan and move
further on. This will never include “somehow”, but fixing the option as final ethically and morally as”this
is the way”. When we fix this is the way, we find what we have in favour of that, and what we have to
acquire and without compromising the same, we need to progress for the skills that we enhance our
resources which are the traits internally and the material possession externally. When the way chosen is
a path not trailed, it is we who leaves the path that we have the freedom to move anywhere in that
domain making ourselves a mile ahead. Making us completely responsible for what we are, fixes the risk
to opportunity. When the mind is complete fixed for the purpose, we find only the blossom of
opportunities all along, and no thorns at all.
Competency:
It should also be remembered that the success or failure, winning or losing are all in the
mindset, and we remain always as winner if we take every happening to our progression. It should not
be allowed as a stamp on us, in any case, but a stage from where we have to ever move on which is
possible only if we take the responsibility in our hand for our life. Fighting with others will not certainly
solve the problem, making them understand the feeling and leaving them in their domain make them
understand the facts certainly that we eliminate others influences in our domain completely. Then what
we do determines our own destination. It is not certainly the exclusion, but inclusion being above all to
contribute them, that we become the sole responsible person for our destination. This makes the quick
appraisal of the progression, finding errors, elimination of same and using proper information for
upgrading that we soon attain the resources needed to meet our objective. For this only, we need self
actualization and acquiring human values, which makes conviction and acquiring proficiency will be to
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the perfection of every one, which is excellence and that happens with cooperation of all which is very
easy. The hard core comes from soft components only right form evolution of earth.
Exchange:
Trading is selling or buying the products or exchange of proficiency in business or in life
respectively to achieve the set goals and here the goals are to be the aspirations of transformation to
best of qualities and progression to perfection. Here the pull as need plays the key role where the
qualities are best suiting the needs, and hence the ultimatum of one’s own to meet the soul and not
optimal which is for the meeting the demands of illusions. It is very much possible if the framing of goals
is at the earlier stage where it is for everyone to be special and unique and the role of parents play a key
role that they need to spend quality time with the children. If preferred the constitutional and the
universal declaration of human rights permit the employment designed in his way for which the
governance need to assist with conviction. Children are the tomorrow’s asset, that they can never be
compromised for reaching societal status materially. This meets the goal of every one that balancing the
personal and professional life in his own way, with conviction of co creations that the attainment of
same furthers the life with refinements.
Human rights:
The role of other social members is vital but to be true to the core, which need not be flowers
always but pricks too. The more the pricks, the more they need refinement. It is on the reversal in the
existing social stands, the more the progression and output, more will be the pricks for negative
emotions, which only isolates people to be aloof and eccentric. The part of blame goes to the society in
this aspect and not on the individual. One, who comes up with self competency, never accepts others’
help but involvement as inclusion. There is no need to fear for the place, value, repute which are
secondary and that comes automatically when the need is achieved with the resources in the predefined
way acquiring skills. Thus image, virtue, and repute are all illusions, derived from the basic negative
emotions of egoistic attitude, ego and greed of celebrity status to be in the lime light. One can always be
in the lime light only if he loses his self and takes up things. The same is not in going to damages to
sustain the position, but in giving up temporarily to the aggressive situations for the common goal.
Hence social relationships are to be taken as human rights to seek explanation, to get convinced and to
suggest the better values and procedures as when there is no responsibility, the openness, makes the
procedures very simple. The real relationship and cordiality lies in the inclusion of human rights for
conviction. Flattery is not relationship, hurting to correct is real relationship as it pays the committee for
the life time. This is the turning point in one’s life to the society form self which can be for the
experience, much earlier in life or much latter after retirement. All are needed for the system to
progress, the bad only boosts the best for the perseverance and when it is viewed in this way, we
understand bad also forms a part of life. The ultimatum of one in both these directions fixes his position
and is true for a product too. Thus we shall not indulge in pushing a product, but the value of the same
pulls the need of the customers which makes its due place on the progression. Both the constitutional
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and human rights declaration permits the query of any procedure and suggestions for enhancement
inclusive in the conduct of an individual and an organization which needs due attention in the existing
scenario.
Transformation
The above cycle narrated fixes the importance of every activity in human life and it is very easy
to practice. Be it a party to attend, or to spend the time with the family, be it the personal visit to give
the data to an official or to attend to the job in hand by sending it through a messenger, saves the
potentials one could do, when this simple strategy is followed. Conviction as human rights fixes the
status, and solves misunderstanding. Any global citizen with the reinforcement of the content or Article
1 of the universal declaration of human rights as “All human beings are born free and equal in dignity
and rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit
of brotherhood”, solves the calamities and draws everyone to global peace. We need no other
curriculum, rules and procedures for the masses as perception of an individual is unique and the
controversies to the common procedures and his self, makes the violations and crimes. The ultimatum
of happiness is within everyone of us, the ultimatum of resources is within everyone of us, the
recognition is within every one of us, which we in the move to search outside loses everything and
dissolve in the common stream. We can certainly see opportunities in every testing situations, I we lose
our ego; believe in self to come out of it. Self centered activities always make one to progression ever.
Life style 1:
Here the source of information is internet and the individual grows up with what he has and what he
acquires and there is no interaction in person with society but there remain always contributions from
the common virtual space. Everyone is responsible of his own conduct, expression that there will be self
scrutiny of the consequences. Each color as shown below is fine, special and unique. This is in line with
the nature how it evolved from the dust and gases to form different components. Each forms the
integral part in their own way. Each one below is its own and appears to be complete on its own.

Life style 2
It is to be understood everyone deserves its own place to give it a regular shape for the
connectivity which will be for the conviction as follows, it has a limited space of conviction within a small
bound for the physical bonding.Here also there will be progression but only if there is conviction, which
is seldom reached, for the preferences to appear differ.
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Life style 3:
This is with the hierarchy what we follow, and which overlaps and hides others, as we see below where
the dominating only seen from outside which the existing scenario is for which we face under utilization
of potentials, resources. This is making sustenance and there will certainly be influences and authority to
rule over others. When the potentials and resources are wasted, it is natural that they meet extinction
and we remain as carbon copy of the authority which is what is prevailing now.

Preferred life style from among all described above is life style 1 which goes well with the universal
declaration of human rights which is much the perfect replica
of an individual attitude of any creature. The distinction it
needs to show up the specialty became authority for lack of
knowledge on reality or reluctance to appreciate the reality.
When one is let free, he goes to his ultimatum and which is his
global maximum that he gives out his best. The picture here
shows the status of one in life style 1 where self learning is the
concept. She learns form nature and this picture give many
different perceptions to one sown understanding. It makes her
learn her reach, set goals, use natural resources all around and
her own to find ways to accomplish the set goals where she is
the boss for the situation. During the whole game, she
experiences and alters a lot which brings her progression,
which satisfies her as her own. On her trial, people for her
dedicated approach, will come to her on their own that she
accomplishes her goal. Many extraordinary are in this category and when adopted every one can
become extraordinary.
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In this picture, the girl, tries to get cooperation from the
surrounding for she had been disturbed of her play by the co
player and they could not try to continue on their own. This
needs a wait till the attention is drawn and this is what has
been existing for the authority of the society. They don’t have
preferences in the society and left as such, and they don’t
draw attention of the society easily for their priority and they
grow with negative emotions for they have not been satisfied.
They were ignorant of the way by which they can get it on
their own.
This picture shows the destructive environment where they take their
strength for mutually finding the stronger, in the move of which there
will be a lot of negative output for which the society is now
experiencing aggressive attitude, terrorism for non recognition and so
on. This leads to domination and destruction of resources. Finally end
up with one in the winning situation which is not accepted by the
defeated as the core of the game is situation based and depends on
time, space and knowledge, desire and power that the same is not the
real capacity of the winner which we see in real time situations too, I
many of the winning situations. It is hardly to find one accepting the
defeat, and he moves always to find reasons from one among the
illusions, and the acceptance comes only for his expertise beyond all these in normal occasions of
appreciations, which is never seen at the end of a game.
He is one among the extraordinary failed to gain the
support of others for his outstanding skills stamped as
aloof and eccentric. He is actually superior and distant
which actually the aloof means and he is unusual for his
extraordinary traits which actually mean eccentric. The
problem is in accepting his stance and leaving the rest
below him, for which he is understood as unfriendly. None
of the creatures remain unfriendly even the objects create
their own impact of being which is true. It is his stance for
want of appreciation and recognition for his values which
is refused by the society. These people move up for want
of appreciation but remain non expressive where they
become isolated and can be like the one in the first type
where she lives for herself. In the process of which she gets
appreciation only for her openness. She is not showing any
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expertise.
This picture shows the stage of conviction where the girl is
made to understand for the significance of the function, the
other kid deserves celebrity status which may be hers in
some other occasion and the roles here are interchangeable.
For the conviction both enjoy their own role with absolute
happiness, which is what is demanded for global integrity.
Each one is special in their own way. Identifying the specialty
makes them deserve their due place. Wrong person in the
wrong place is common for greed of celebrity which is
actually locking the potentials of all being progressively given
out for the benefit of society.

Conclusion:
In the above illustrations, the people are the components of society and the object, balloon, is the life,
education, self actualization which one chooses for the perfect interpretations. The situation all around
is environment, which is the supreme governance and the administration to which we entrust the
responsibility of monitoring and assistance for enhancement ever. It can be easily construed in the
following illustrations as, destructive socializing, and constructive socializing. The transformation lies in
monitoring of the administration and governance, the trust the public have on them. The trust remains
long lasting if the same is for the conduct and conviction and not for power and authority.
Destructive socializing – Existing scenario:

AUTHORITY

DOMINATION

CONFLICTS

MONOPOLY

DEPRIVED
QUALITY

When an individual comes up with the authority of his knowledge and powerm he gets in to
scoialising for the control which results in conflicts and separates the mass into groups that finally the
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individual moves to live as fragmented for which the religion, the principles which came into existence,
from Vivekanandha to Osho, remains fragmented and we all ever move as masses.Fragmentation will
not last longer for the contued use of resources and comeptition, that it finally evades away which we
see, in many of the actual situations with so many “isms” which flourished ever in civilisation evaded,
where humanity alosne lives ever.This shows reinforcing element must be the humanity to include all,
without loosing self, which si certainly not ego, but confidence out of comeptency.When one moves to
floow others even in groups for authority, he looses his own innovation and creativity and expects
instructions form him, that what every one does, the cumulation of all in the team becomes the wish of
the leading individual which may be wrong in due course of tim and which may get him blame.The best
example would be the reservation and free schemes which proved futile for not including the target
group to the objective.The United Nations and the Governance are being blamed of this situation, where
the same is the policy decisions of several different committees.
For having realised this, as political aprties, followers of religion and principles of an indiviudla
who form groups and made the constitutional rights and human rights much deviated form the routine
and the governqance for the masses, which casued the misunderstanding, disatisfaction for non equality
forced them to crimes, terrorisms and hence the social calamities to global levels.This muste be
stremlined for the purpose and nto for the person that the growth will be progressive rather than
sustenance.the growth of an individual is in line with progression which is explicit.His principle remain
the same to satisfy the masses where he fails to lead for progresion but sustain and where the conflicts
arises.
All rules of the governance must be for the majority satisfying the individual which is much different
from the masses restricting them to a common role.We can not expand any more in physical spaces, we
need to progress to use virtual space which is unlimited and which could reninstitute humanity, human
development that has been lost for the finishing phases of phsyical exisitence.How hard we may try to
sustain, the expansion can not be possible any more with time and spaces, but with skills and virtual use
of communication.
Constructive socialising – Expected scenario:

CONFIDENCE
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CONVICTION

SHARING

EQUALITY

ENHANCED
QUALITY
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The constructive socializing involves the contribution of an individual for his acquired skills to
convince others and gather them for the best of situation and set goals and not for himself, not for his
ego.
This involves the expertise of all, and that forms the base for sharing, if one comes up to take the
responsibility which other is focusing, and if he is found to be the best at the same, the job need to be
shared to him, and the other moves to take up the one for his qualities and this forms the conviction.
Sharing makes the job easy and this focuses on the common objective as there is no competition, which
includes best of all involved. This provides equality of opportunity and sharing that the expertise of all
will be utilized. Every one remains in their comfort zone, and the confidence rises up that everyone will
be complimenting to others. This enhances the excellence of the target group.
This is simplicity, which is awareness, spirit of helping, honesty and sincerity which provides any
procedure easy for the target group. Here every individual deserve their due place and platform to
perform that they become part of the organization or the media to which they are attached that the
personal and professional life becomes integrated which must be assured with less time for physical
presence but which values the volume of work and which assures the salary the individual demands
getting the due job done for it as the same certainly adds to the media. This will make the tax free
environment by all means which encourages the contributions and need for enhancement on their own
with responsibility. The government hence need not be assisting, but monitoring and guiding for better
living providing charged services that makes it self sustained and which makes truly democratic
governance. People remain connected without losing their self and confidence that there will not be
compromise but compliment, they don’t get adjusted with each other, but they do get contributions
from others for conviction that every citizen need to view the chakra of life cycle presented above and
the article 1 of universal declaration of human rights which give the way of peaceful living across the
globe.
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